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Abstract: Cyberbullying remains a pressing concern in the digital age, posing significant threats to the well-being of young individuals 

who engage in online interactions. Social networking platforms, while offering invaluable educational and social benefits, also harbor 

hidden dangers due to the cloak of anonymity they provide to perpetrators of cyberbullying. This paper presents an innovative machine 

learning strategy to address the issue of cyberbullying detection on social networking platforms, with a particular focus on enhancing the 

safety of online interactions among youth. In this study, we propose the application of ensemble learning, a potent method in the realm of 

machine learning, to enhance the precision and resilience of cyberbullying detection. The motivation behind this choice is two-fold. First, 

cyberbullying is a multifaceted problem, encompassing a wide range of behaviors and expressions. No single machine learning model can 

capture the full spectrum of cyberbullying instances effectively. Ensemble learning addresses this limitation by combining the strengths 

of multiple models, each specializing in different facets of cyberbullying behavior, thereby bolstering the detection process. Second, the 

intrinsic challenges of identifying cyberbullying, exacerbated by the veil of online anonymity, necessitate a nuanced approach. Ensemble 

learning, by aggregating the predictions of diverse models, provides an opportunity that will diminish instances of both false positives and 

false negatives, thereby achieving a more dependable cyberbullying detection system. 

Keywords: Social Networking Platform, Cyberbullying (CB), Machine Learning (ML) Techniques, Ensemble Learning (EL). 

1. Introduction 

While CB encompasses various forms, it typically refers to 

persistent and deliberate abusive online behavior aimed at 

harassing or harming others. The ubiquity of social 

networking platforms has led to a surge in CB incidents. 

Traditional strategies for combating CB, including online 

conduct rules, human moderators, and blacklisting offensive 

language, struggle to cope with the escalating volume, 

speed, and diversity of data generated on these platforms. 

Consequently, novel machine learning-based models have 

emerged. Conducting a thorough literature review, this 

paper explores the application of soft computing techniques 

in identifying CB across various domains within social 

networking platforms. The goal is to comprehend the 

theoretical, research, and practical trends in this area. The 

meta-analysis of individual study findings indicates that 

utilizing soft computing methodologies for CB detection 

provides an intelligent analytical framework, enabling the 

anticipation of bullying behaviors in both textual and non-

textual content on social networking platforms. Leveraging 

unstructured web data, this research area focuses on 

comprehending the extensibility of human expressions, 

holding promise for practical applications. The vast expanse 

of online communication platforms has provided a wealth 

of data reflecting the diverse spectrum of human 

interactions, offering unprecedented insights into our 

collective behavior. From sentiment analysis to opinion 

mining, this endeavor has yielded valuable knowledge 

applicable in domains ranging from marketing to public 

sentiment analysis. However, amidst this remarkable 

progress, there exists a pressing concern that threatens the 

safety and well-being of those who engage in online 

interactions, particularly among young individuals— CB. 

The pervasiveness of social networking platforms, coupled 

with the cloak of anonymity they afford to their users, has 

amplified the challenge of identifying and predicting CB 

behavior. Anonymous perpetrators can engage in harmful 

activities without fear of accountability, making traditional 

methods of monitoring and intervention less effective. 

These digital spaces, while offering significant educational 

and social advantages for young people, also expose them 

to potential dangers that can have far-reaching 

consequences. While researchers have shown interest in 

addressing CB, considerable research gaps persist. Notably, 

the challenge of accurately identifying and predicting CB 

behavior in cases of anonymous perpetrators remains a 

formidable obstacle. The dynamic and multifaceted nature 

of CB necessitates innovative approaches that can adapt to 

evolving tactics and behaviors employed by bullies. 
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In recent years, EL [1] methods have emerged as a 

propitious avenue for improving the detection and 

identification of CB. These techniques harness the power of 

combining multiple models to enhance predictive accuracy 

and robustness. Although EL [2] has demonstrated great 

promise, the field of CB detection is still in its infancy when 

it comes to applying advanced techniques like deep 

learning, neural networks, ensemble methods, evolutionary 

computing, and hybrid models like neuro-fuzzy systems. 

These approaches have not been extensively explored in this 

regard. This paper addresses the urgent need to advance the 

state of CB detection by delving into the possibilities 

presented by ensemble learning, deep learning [3], and other 

advanced techniques. Our research aims to bridge these 

research gaps, offering a comprehensive and innovative 

approach to make online interactions safer, particularly 

among youth. By expanding our understanding of these 

techniques and their application in the context of CB, we 

aspire to contribute to the development of effective 

solutions that can protect young individuals from the perils 

of CB while preserving the many benefits of online 

engagement. A variety of ML models [4], such as Random 

Forest, Gradient Boosting, and potentially neural networks, 

are included into our suggested EL methodology. These 

models are trained on an annotated dataset comprising text 

content, user interactions, and contextual features to capture 

the nuanced characteristics of CB incidents. The final 

prediction is synthesized through a weighted combination of 

individual model outputs. We anticipate that this novel 

approach will contribute to the development of a more 

effective and reliable CB detection system, mitigating the 

harm inflicted on young individuals in online spaces. While 

our initial results are promising, ongoing refinement and 

optimization are essential to meet the evolving challenges 

posed by CB in the digital age. This study aims to provide 

the way for safer and more secure online interactions among 

youth, fostering an environment where the positive 

attributes of social networking platforms can flourish while 

minimizing the associated risks.  

The paper's structure is outlined as follows: In Section 2, we 

provide an extensive examination of CB and its 

consequences, with a specific focus on its impact within the 

realm of online interactions among young individuals. 

Section 3 is dedicated to elucidating the methodologies and 

techniques applied in our study, encompassing our research 

approach, inquiries, identified research gaps, and the 

specific problem statement we aim to address. In Section 4, 

we delve into a comprehensive review of existing research 

within the domain of CB detection. Section 5 unveils our 

novel approach to tackling the problem, revealing the 

architecture and core algorithms of our proposed model. In 

Section 6, we meticulously assess the performance of our 

model and dissect the results obtained during our testing. 

Section 7 concludes the paper by summarizing our main 

findings, discussing their implications, and outlining 

potential directions for future research and development, 

underscoring the enduring relevance of our work. 

1.1 Background  

A. Cyber Bullying 

CB [5], a contemporary manifestation of harassment and 

abuse, has arisen as a significant concern in the digital era. 

It involves the use of online communication platforms, such 

as social networking sites, text messages, or emails, to target 

individuals with harmful, hostile, or threatening messages. 

CB can encompass a wide range of behaviors, including 

online harassment, public shaming, doxing, and the 

dissemination of false information. The consequences of CB 

are far-reaching, affecting the mental and emotional well-

being of victims, their social interactions, and their overall 

quality of life. The prevalence of online anonymity further 

exacerbates the problem, as it provides a shield for 

perpetrators, making them difficult to identify and hold 

accountable. 

B. Machine Learning 

ML [6] has rapidly evolved as a powerful tool to address 

complex and dynamic challenges in various domains that 

enable computers to learn from data and make predictions 

or decisions without explicit programming. In the context of 

CB, ML holds great promise for automating the process of 

detecting and responding to instances of online harassment. 

By analyzing vast datasets, ML models can uncover patterns 

and identify potential CB behavior, assisting in its 

mitigation and prevention. However, the success of ML in 

this domain hinges on the choice of appropriate algorithms, 

the quality of training data, and the adaptability of the 

models to ever-evolving forms of CB. 

C. Ensemble Learning 

EL [7] is a subfield of ML that has gained prominence for 

its ability to improve predictive accuracy and robustness. It 

operates on the principle of combining multiple models, 

each designed to address different aspects of a problem, to 

generate a more reliable and effective overall prediction. In 

the context of CB detection, EL can play a pivotal role. CB 

is a multifaceted issue with a no one-size-fits-all solution. 

Different aspects of CB may require distinct ML models to 

capture effectively. EL leverages the strengths of these 

individual models, thereby offering a comprehensive 

approach to detect and combat various forms of online 

harassment. Additionally, it can help mitigate the impact of 

false positives and false negatives, which are common 

challenges in CB detection, by aggregating the predictions 

of diverse models. 
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This research background underscores the pressing need for 

effective CB detection mechanisms, the potential of ML in 

addressing this challenge, and the promising role that EL 

techniques can play in improving the accuracy and 

reliability of CB detection systems. In the subsequent 

sections, we delve into the specifics of our proposed 

methodology, highlighting the application of EL and 

advanced ML techniques to address the complex issue of 

CB on social networking platforms. 

1.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research Strategy 

The research strategy for this study is multi-faceted and 

interdisciplinary, combining elements of computer 

science, machine learning, and social science. The primary 

aim is to develop an effective CB detection system for 

social networking platforms, with a focus on youth safety. 

The research approach involves a combination of literature 

review, data collection, model development, and 

evaluation. Our methodology also places a strong 

emphasis on the utilization of EL techniques, deep 

learning, and other advanced ML approaches to address the 

identified research gaps. 

Research Questions 

RQ1. What are the existing challenges and limitations in 

CB detection on social networking platforms? 

RQ2. How can ensemble learning, deep learning, and 

advanced ML methods be harnessed to improve 

CB detection? 

RQ3. What is the impact of anonymous perpetrators on 

the effectiveness of CB detection, and how can it 

be mitigated? 

RQ4. How can we create a safer online environment for 

youth by addressing the identified research gaps? 

RQ5.  

Research Gaps 

Several research gaps have been identified in the field of 

CB detection: 

• The challenge of effectively identifying and 

predicting CB behavior, particularly in cases 

involving anonymous perpetrators. 

• The limited exploration of advanced ML techniques 

including deep learning, neural networks, ensemble 

approaches, evolutionary computing, and hybrid 

models like neuro-fuzzy systems in the context of 

CB detection. 

• The need for adaptable and robust models that can 

keep pace with the evolving tactics and behaviors 

employed by cyberbullies in the digital landscape. 

• The necessity for comprehensive and 

interdisciplinary research that merges computer 

science, machine learning, and social science to 

provide a holistic approach to addressing 

cyberbullying. 

• Because the data on Social Networking Platform is 

informal, simple, noisy and unstructured, detecting 

online bullying activities is difficult and 

computationally hard. 

✓ Jargons 

✓ Mal-formed 

✓ Colloquial words 

✓ Hinglish 

Problem Statement 

The prevalence of CB on social media platforms portrays 

a grave threat to the safety and well-being of young 

individuals engaging in online interactions. The challenge 

of identifying and predicting CB behavior, especially 

when it involves anonymous perpetrators, remains a 

formidable obstacle. The existing CB detection methods 

[8] often fall short in adapting to the ever-evolving tactics 

employed by cyberbullies, leaving a critical gap in 

safeguarding the online experiences of the youth. This 

research aims to bridge these gaps by developing and 

evaluating a CB detection system that leverages advanced 

ML techniques like deep learning and ensemble learning. 

We attempt to use the ensemble approach to ML in our 

suggested model. Use a variety of ML techniques [9], 

including Light Gradient Boosting Machine (LGBM), 

Logistic Regression (LR), AdaBoost (ADB), Random 

Forest (RF), Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), Naive 

Bayes (NB), and Support Vector Machine (SVM), on a 

worldwide dataset sourced from Twitter, Facebook, and 

Kaggle. Accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 are the 

performance metrics that will be used to assess the 

classifiers' recognition according to different severity 

levels. 

1.3 Related Work 

CB is an issue of growing concern in the digital age, and 

as such, a substantial body of research has emerged in the 

quest to develop effective tools and techniques for its 

detection and prevention. This section examines the 

relevant literature on CB detection, with an emphasis on 

ML techniques and methodologies as in Table 1 that have 

opened the door for the use of EL methods 

The related research showcases a rich tapestry of ML 

techniques, encompassing deep learning, transfer learning, 

conventional classifiers such as SVM and Naïve Bayes, 

ensemble methods, and sophisticated natural language 

processing (NLP) approaches. This diversity underscores 
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the adaptability of the field in addressing the multifaceted 

challenge of CB detection. Researchers have cast their nets 

wide, harnessing data from a multitude of social media 

platforms including Twitter [10], YouTube, Facebook, 

Instagram, Formspring, and Reddit. 

This mosaic of data sources underscores the necessity for 

models that can gracefully navigate the intricacies of 

different platforms, each with its unique language and 

behavior. The studies have shown a commitment to 

thorough evaluation, employing a spectrum of 

performance metrics ranging from familiar accuracy, 

precision, recall, and F1-score to more nuanced measures 

like AUC, MCC, KAPPA, and NPV. This comprehensive 

assessment ensures that model efficacy is scrutinized from 

multiple angles. The landscape of CB detection models 

boasts impressive achievements, with standout performers 

like SSA-DBN boasting remarkable accuracy rates of 

99.983%. Additionally, Ensemble of LSTM and CNN 

demonstrates its mettle with an impressive accuracy rate of 

98.46%, and the ensemble stacking with BERT delivers a 

remarkable F1-score of 0.964, precision of 0.950, and 

recall of 0.92. These high-performing models offer a 

glimpse into the future of robust CB detection systems. 

There are a few significant gaps in the field of CB 

detection studies that need to be addressed and explored 

further. Firstly, the inconsistency in datasets poses a 

significant challenge for the field. Many studies utilize 

different datasets, creating hurdles in making direct model 

performance comparisons. To enhance the comparability 

of models, there is a need for standardization or the 

creation of benchmark datasets, allowing for more accurate 

assessments and evaluations. 

Secondly, model interpretability is an important aspect that 

remains under-addressed. While many studies demonstrate 

the high performance of their models, few delve into the 

interpretability of these models. Understanding the 

rationale behind a model's classification decisions in the 

context of CB is vital for building trust and ensuring 

accountability in the detection process. Thirdly, there 

exists a notable gap in the realm of real-time detection. 

Although several models [11] achieve impressive accuracy 

rates, their complexity can hinder their suitability for real-

time monitoring on social media platforms. 

The development of more efficient models capable of 

instantaneous detection is an area ripe for exploration. 

 

 

 

 

Ref. No. ML Technique Dataset Performance Criteria 

[1] 
Deep Learning 

Transfer Learning 

Form Spring (about 12k posts) 

Twitter (around 16k posts). 

About 100k posts on Wikipedia 

Precision 

Recall 

F1-score 

[2] 
Deep Learning 

Transfer Learning 
YouTube (~54k posts by ~4k users) 

Precision  

Recall  

F1-score 

[3] 

Salp Swarm Algorithm- 

Deep Belief Network (SSA-

DBN) 

Internet Data 

Classification Accuracy 

(SSA-DBN 99.983 % 

accuracy rate) 

[4] 

Bidirectional gated recurrent 

unit (BiGRU) is one of three 

deep learning architectures. 

Block transformer CNN, or 

Convolutional Neural 

Network 

Twitter 
F1-score (Accuracy - 88%) 

Precision Recall Accuracy 

[5] 
Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) and Naïve Bayes 
Twitter 

Accuracy Precision Recall 

F1-score (about 71.25% 

more accurate than Naïve 

Bayes) 

 

[6] 
Random Forest Naive Bayes 

Logistic Regression 

Twitter 

Facebook 

Instagram 

YouTube 

Snapchat 

Precision Accuracy Recall 

F1-score (the Random 

Forest classifier produced 

an accuracy of 93% in the 

best scenario) 

[7] Deep Learning Twitter Accuracy 
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Wikipedia 

Formspring 

[8] 

Nelson Echolocation 

Algorithm - Recurrent 

Neural Networks, or DEA-

RNN 

10,000 tweets 

Precision Accuracy Recall 

F1-score (DEA-RNN 

attained an average of 

89.52% precision, 88.98% 

recall, 89.25% F1-score, 

and 90.94%) Specificity 

[9] 

Single and Double 

Ensemble-Based Voting 

Models, or SLE and DLE. 

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter 

96% accuracy rate, the 

SLE and DLE voting 

classifiers performed the 

best when K-Fold cross-

validation was used in 

conjunction with TF-IDF 

(Unigram) feature 

extraction. 

[10] 

Naive Bayes Logistic 

Regression Random Forest 

XGBoost LSTM GRU 

(Gated Recurrent Unit) 

Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) Random Forest 

48,000 tweets 

F-1 score.  

(GRU deep learning model 

achieved an F-1 score of 

0.92) 

[11] Deep Neural Network Twitter Accuracy 

[12] Neural Ensemble Method 

Fine-Grained Cyberbullying Dataset 

(FGCD) 

Twitter parsed dataset 

F1 rankings.  

(F1-scores of 87.28% on 

the Twitter parsed dataset 

and 95.59% and 90.65% 

for five and six classes, 

respectively, on the Fine-

Grained Cyberbullying 

Dataset (FGCD)) 

[13] 

Naïve Bayes, Support 

Vector Machines (SVM), 

Random Forest, Decision 

Tree, Tree Ensemble, and 

Logistic Regression. 

Twitter 

Facebook 

Formspring 

MySpace 

Accuracy 

Precision 

Recall 

F1-score 

[14] 

LightGBM Random Forest 

AdaBoost XGBoost Logistic 

Regression. 

47,000 tweets 

F-1 score for accuracy, 

precision, and recall.  

(LightGBM achieved 

accuracy rates of 85.5%, 

precision rates of 84%, 

recall rates of 85%, and an 

F-1 score of 84.49%, 

which is much better than 

comparable models.) 

[15] 

Voting-Based Ensemble 

Learning, Decision Tree 

Classifiers, K-Nearest 

Neighbor (KNN), and 

Logistic Regression 

Twitter 

 

 

F-1 score for accuracy, 

precision, and recall. 

 

 

 

[16] 
Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) 
 

Accuracy Cross-Validation 

AUC Score 
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Regression Analysis 

Logistic 

Random Forest Gradient 

Enhancement 

[17] Ensemble Learning Twitter Accuracy 

[18] 

LSTM and CNN together; 

Naive Bayes; Random 

Forest; Decision Tree; 

Support Vector Machine 

(SVM); Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN); 

Long Short-Term Memory 

(LSTM) 

Kaggle dataset 

Accuracy of 98.46%, the 

ensemble of LSTM and 

CNN using fastText word 

embedding demonstrated 

the best performance. 

[19] 

Ensemble stacking learning - 

BERT model called "BERT-

M" 

Twitter 

0.964 F1-score, 0.950 

precision, 0.92 recall, and a 

3-minute detection time 

were recorded. Accuracy 

of the stacking ensemble 

learning strategy was 

97.4%. 90.97% using a 

dataset that combines 

Twitter and Facebook. 

[20 

Bag of Words (BoW), 

TFIDF 

Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) 

Social media platform "Reddit" 
F-1 score for accuracy, 

precision, and recall 

[21] 

Logistic Regression (LR), 

Neural Network (NN), 

Decision Tree (DT),  

K Nearest Neighbor (KNN), 

Naive Bayes (NB), 

Quadratic Discriminant 

Analysis (QDA), and 

Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) 

4 datasets – Twitter (8800 comments), 

Bayzick website, YouTube, Kaggle 

website (115,863 comments)  

Specificity, F1-measure, 

Accuracy, Precision, 

Recall, and False 

Discovery Rate (FDR), 

False Negative Rate 

(FNR), False Positive Rate 

(FPR), Cohen's Kappa 

Coefficient (KAPPA), 

Area Under Curve (AUC), 

and Negative Predictive 

Value (NPV) 

Table 1: Exploring Cyberbullying Detection Literature with a Spotlight on ML Techniques and the Emergence of 

Ensemble Learning Approaches 

 

Moreover, the generalizability of models remains an issue. 

Many studies are tailored to specific social media 

platforms or datasets, restricting the adaptability of these 

models to diverse online environments and the evolving 

nature of online communication. Research aimed at 

creating models with broader applicability is imperative. 

Ethical considerations are also conspicuously absent from 

much of the related work. CB detection models should 

adhere to principles of fairness and mitigate bias to avoid 

discriminatory outcomes. Extensive efforts in addressing 

ethical issues are needed to ensure that these models do not 

inadvertently target or harm specific groups. Lastly, the 

dynamic nature of online harassment poses a challenge in 

maintaining the relevance of detection models. As 

cyberbullies continuously adapt their tactics, there is a 

pressing need to develop models capable of identifying 

new forms of CB. Ongoing research focused on the 

robustness and adaptability of models is crucial to stay 

ahead of emerging threats in the digital sphere. 

In summary, the related work demonstrates significant 

progress in the field of CB detection, with high-performing 

models across different ML techniques and datasets. 

However, there are still gaps in terms of standardization, 

model interpretability, real-time detection, generalization, 

ethical considerations, and adaptability to evolving tactics 

that require further research. To advance the field of CB 

detection, it is essential to address the identified gap areas 

and improve accuracy, interpretability, real-time 
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monitoring, generalizability, ethical considerations, and 

adaptability to evolving threats. We propose the 

integration of EL as a comprehensive solution to these 

challenges. EL [12] has the potential to elevate the quality 

and effectiveness of CB detection systems, ultimately 

contributing to a safer online environment. This research 

initiative seeks to explore and harness the power of EL for 

the betterment of CB detection, culminating in a safer, 

more inclusive digital landscape for all. 

2. Proposed Methodology 

In this paper, we provide a machine learning-based method 

for identifying instances of CB on social media sites. This 

methodology in Figure 1 makes use of ensemble learning, 

a potent ML tool. There are two reasons to use EL in this 

situation. First, CB is a complex and evolving problem, 

and no single ML model [13] is universally effective at 

detecting all forms of CB. By leveraging ensemble 

learning, we aim to integrate the best features of several 

ML models, each designed to capture different aspects of 

CB behavior. This diversity in models helps improve the 

overall accuracy and robustness of our detection system. 

Second, the cloak of anonymity that online platforms 

provide to cyberbullies makes their behavior challenging 

to identify. By merging the predictions of individual 

models, EL can help reduce false positives and false 

negatives, improving the accuracy of our CB detection 

method. An EL strategy is proposed that combines several 

models, such as random forests, gradient boosting, and 

neural networks.  

These models will be trained on a labeled dataset of CB 

instances, utilizing a variety of features including text 

content, user interactions, and context. The final prediction 

will be based on a weighted combination of the predictions 

from these individual models. The findings of our 

investigation are expected to demonstrate the effectiveness 

of EL in improving the accuracy and reliability of CB 

detection on social networking platforms. While our 

preliminary results show promise, we acknowledge the 

need for continued refinement and enhancement in this 

critical area to better protect the youth from online 

harassment and create a safer online environment.

 

 

Figure 1: Ensemble Learning Process for Cyberbullying 

Detection 

Building a base model for EL in CB detection using social 

media posts through twitter, YouTube, meta and so on. 

Utilize Word Embeddings, Doc2Vec, and Term Frequency-

Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) to transform the 

preprocessed text data into features that may be used for 

model training. Random Forest: Known for its resilience 

and capacity to manage high-dimensional data, Random 

Forest is an ensemble [14] of decision trees. Incorporating a 

diverse array of base models into the ensemble empowers 

CB detection system with a wide range of modeling 

techniques and approaches, fortifying its robustness and 

enhancing accuracy across varied tasks. Let's delve into the 

distinctive base models mentioned in Table 2 suitable for 

EL in CB detection 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Exploring Distinctive Base Models for Ensemble Learning in Cyberbullying Detection 

Base Model Key Factors 
Type of 

Datasets 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Multinomial Naive 

Bayes 

Probabilistic 

model 
Text data 

Simple and fast, works 

well with text data 

Assumes independence of 

features (naive assumption) 

Convolutional 

Neural Network 

Deep learning 

model 
Text data 

Captures spatial features 

in text, effective for 

sequences 

Requires large, labeled data - 

Computationally intensive 

Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) 
Linear classifier 

Text data, 

high-

dimensional 

Effective in high-

dimensional spaces -

good generalization 

Computationally intensive- 

Model tuning can be complex 
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Long Short-Term 

Memory (LSTM) 

Recurrent 

neural net 

Sequential text 

data 

Captures sequential 

patterns - Suitable for 

variable length 

Training can be slow- Risk of 

vanishing/exploding gradients 

XGBoost 
Gradient 

boosting 

Structured 

data 

Handles structured and 

unstructured data well - 

High accuracy 

Parameter tuning can be 

complex- Can overfit if not 

tuned 

Logistic Regression Linear classifier 
Text and 

structured data 

Simple and interpretable 

model - Works well as a 

base model 

Limited complexity for 

complex data 

FastText 
Text 

representation 
Text data 

Efficient text 

classification - Ability to 

handle sub words 

May require preprocessing for 

special languages 

K-Nearest 

Neighbors (KNN) 

Instance-based 

model 

Text data, 

numerical 

Local pattern 

recognition - No training 

phase required 

Sensitive to choose of k- 

Computationally intensive 

Gaussian Mixture 

Model (GMM) 

Probabilistic 

model 

Clustering 

tasks 

Modeling data 

distribution - Good for 

clustering 

Prone to overfitting with too 

many components 

Gated Recurrent 

Unit (GRU) 

Recurrent 

neural net 

Sequential text 

data 

Captures sequential 

patterns efficiently - 

Short-term memory 

May not capture long-term 

dependencies well 

LightGBM 
Gradient 

boosting 

Structured 

data 

Efficient and handles 

categorical data well - 

High speed 

May require extensive 

parameter tuning 

Ridge Regression Linear model 
Structured 

data 

Simplicity and 

robustness as a base 

model 

Limited complexity for 

complex data 

Quadratic 

Discriminant 

Analysis (QDA) 

Probabilistic 

model 
Numerical 

Models’ covariance 

structure effectively - 

Non-linear 

Sensitive to multicollinearity- 

Limited to small datasets 

Randomized 

Decision Trees 

Decision tree 

model 

Structured 

data 

Diversity in decision -

making- Robust to 

outliers 

May overfit if tree depth is 

not controlled 

 

By including these diverse base models, proposed 

ensemble model becomes a versatile and dynamic CB 

detection system, capable of addressing an array of 

challenges with a multitude of modeling techniques and 

approaches. Although it's essential to select a 

combination of models that complement each other in 

terms of their strengths and characteristics. The selection 

of Multinomial Naive Bayes, Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) [15], Long Short-Term Memory 

(LSTM), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and 

Randomized Decision Trees creates a diverse ensemble 

with a mix of probabilistic, deep learning [16], recurrent, 

linear, and decision tree-based models. This diversity 

helps the ensemble effectively handle various 

characteristics of CB content, including text patterns, 

sequential behaviors, and high-dimensional feature 

spaces. It also provides a balance between 

interpretability and complexity, making the ensemble 

classifier [17] more robust and capable of addressing 

different aspects of CB detection. 

 Naive Bayes is known for its simplicity and efficiency 

in text classification tasks. It's a strong choice for 

handling text data, making it well-suited for identifying 

textual CB content. While it makes the naive assumption 

of feature independence, it can serve as a valuable 

baseline model. CNNs are powerful in capturing spatial 

features in text, making them effective for identifying 

patterns and subtle nuances in CB text. They excel in 

handling sequences of words, which is common in social 

media data. LSTMs, as recurrent neural networks, are 

proficient in capturing sequential patterns in text data. 

They are ideal for detecting the temporal aspects of CB, 

such as patterns of harassment over time. SVMs are 

excellent at separating classes in high-dimensional 

spaces, making them a valuable addition to the ensemble 

for CB detection. They provide robust generalization 
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and can handle text and high-dimensional feature data 

effectively. Randomized decision trees offer diversity in 

decision-making and robustness to outliers. They can 

help balance the ensemble by providing an alternative 

approach based on decision trees, which are interpretable 

and can handle structured data. In order to identify CB 

in the dataset of social media messages,  

2.1 Algorithmic Procedure 

the algorithmic procedure listed below uses ML 

techniques [18] including Multinomial Naive Bayes, 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Long Short-

Term Memory (LSTM), Support Vector Machine 

(SVM), and Randomized Decision Trees: 

Step 1: Load and Preprocess Dataset 

1.1 Read the dataset from 

'https://www.kaggle.com/trehansalil1/toxic-

dataset/data'. 

1.2 Take the labels (y) and text (X) out of the 

dataset. 

Step 2: Split Data 

2.1 Using a random state of 42 and a test size of 

20%, divide the dataset into training and testing 

sets. 

2.2 Obtain the following: y_train, y_test, X_train, 

and X_test. 

Step 3: Multinomial Naive Bayes 

3.1 Create a CountVectorizer to convert text data 

into numerical features. 

3.2 Use the CountVectorizer to transform the 

training and testing sets. 

3.3 Use the modified data to train a Multinomial 

Naive Bayes classifier. 

3.4 Predict the testing set (nb_predictions) using 

your predictions. 

Step 4: Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

4.1 Increase the vocabulary's maximum word count 

(max features) to 10,000.     

4.2 Set the maximum length of a post (max_len) to 

100. 

4.3 Make a tokenizer and fit the training set using 

the data. 

4.4 Create sequences out of text data and pad them 

to a predetermined length. 

4.5 Assemble an Embedding layer, Conv1D layer, 

GlobalMaxPooling1D layer, and Dense layer in 

a Sequential model. 

4.6 Use the Adam optimizer and binary cross-

entropy loss to compile the model. 

4.7 Use the padded training data to train the model 

over three epochs. 

4.8 Utilizing the padded testing set 

(cnn_predictions), make predictions. 

 

Step 5: Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 

5.1 Repeat steps 4.1 to 4.4 for the LSTM model. 

5.2 Using an LSTM layer, an embedded layer, and 

a dense layer, create a sequential model. 

5.3 Gather and use the padded training data for 

three epochs to train the LSTM model. 

5.4 Utilizing the padded testing set 

(lstm_predictions), make predictions. 

 

Step 6: Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

6.1 To transform text input into TF-IDF features, 

create a TfidfVectorizer. 

6.2 Use the TfidfVectorizer to transform the 

training and testing sets. 

6.3 Use the converted data to train a Support Vector 

Machine classifier. 

6.4 Assign predictions to the svm_predictions 

testing 

Step 7: Randomized Decision Trees 

7.1 Create a CountVectorizer to convert text data 

into numerical features. 

7.2 Use the CountVectorizer to transform the 

training and testing sets. 

7.3 Use the modified data to train a Random Forest 

classifier. 

7.4 Predict using the rf_predictions testing set. 

Step 8: Evaluate Models 

8.1 8.1 Print the accuracy scores for each model on 

the testing set. 

8.2 8.2 Print classification reports for more detailed 

evaluation. 

Step 9: End 

2.2 Model evaluation 

One useful method for assessing each base model's 

performance mentioned in Table 3, of  EL approach is 

cross-validation. In the following code snippet, we 
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perform 5-fold cross-validation for each base model, 

calculate the specified evaluation metrics, and store the 

results in a DataFrame. 

Cross-Validation for Base Models 

Step 1: Initialization 

1.1 Define a list of base models and their 

corresponding names. 

1.2 Initialize empty lists to store accuracy, 

precision, recall, and F1-score scores. 

Step 2: Cross-Validation Loop 

2.1 For each base model and its name in the zip of 

base_models and model_names: 

2.1.1 Perform cross-validation with 5 folds. 

2.1.2 Calculate and append the mean 

accuracy score to the accuracy_scores list. 

2.1.3 Calculate and append the mean 

precision score to the precision_scores list. 

2.1.4 Calculate and append the mean recall 

score to the recall_scores list. 

2.1.5 Calculate and append the mean F1-

score to the f1_scores list. 

Step 3: Create Performance Table 

3.1 Create a DataFrame named performance_table 

using the collected scores. 

- Columns: "Model", "Accuracy", "Precision", 

"Recall", "F1-Score" 

- Data: model_names, accuracy_scores, 

precision_scores, recall_scores, f1_scores 

Step 4: Display Performance Table 

4.1 Print the performance_table to display the 

evaluation metrics for each base model. 

    Step 5: End                       

The average values obtained from each model's 5-fold 

cross-validation are represented by these performance 

measures. The performance of each model in terms of 

accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score for cyberbullying 

detection is shown in the table. 

 

 

 

 

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

Multinomial Naive Bayes 0.90375 0.911843 0.922747 0.917265 

Convolutional Neural Network 0.91000 0.918789 0.927983 0.923366 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 0.91125 0.924219 0.923770 0.923994 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) 0.88250 0.899539 0.894647 0.897079 

Randomized Decision Trees 0.89250 0.897054 0.916541 0.906614 

 

Table 3: Model Evaluation Metrics 

3. Conclusion and Future Work 

The “detection of cyberbullying” domain on social 

networking platforms is positioned for continuous 

growth and innovation. The abundance of emerging 

computational models offers promising avenues for 

researchers to identify and predict CB behaviors, making 

it an active and dynamic area of study. This research 

compels investigators to seek models that seamlessly 

integrate natural language processing with the cognitive 

capabilities, intelligence, and self-tuning behavior of ML 

approaches [20]. The core principle of our ensemble is 

the thoughtful selection of models that complement each 

other in terms of their strengths and characteristics. The 

inclusion of Randomized Decision Trees, Support Vector 

Machines (SVM), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), and 

Multinomial Naive Bayes has produced a diverse 

ensemble [21], encompassing probabilistic, deep 

learning, recurrent, linear, and decision tree-based 

models. This diversity equips our ensemble to tackle the 

multifaceted nature of CB content. It adeptly handles a 

range of characteristics, including text patterns, 

sequential behaviors, and high-dimensional feature 

spaces. Moreover, this amalgamation provides a crucial 

balance between interpretability and complexity, 

rendering the ensemble [19] more robust and capable of 

addressing different facets of CB detection. 

While we have made significant strides in the realm of 

CB detection, it is essential to recognize that the work is 

far from complete. The ever-evolving landscape of online 
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interactions and the inventive strategies employed by 

cyberbullies require continuous research and 

development. Although textual information has been the 

subject of most recorded work in CB detection, there is 

still a lot of unrealized potential for expanding into other 

media types like audio, video, and photos. Additionally, 

there is an intriguing opportunity to explore native or 

regional languages beyond English, as different linguistic 

contexts may introduce unique challenges and nuances in 

identifying CB. One particularly intriguing and evolving 

aspect of this field is the use of animated GIFs and memes 

as tools for targeting or humiliating individuals on social 

networking platforms. These emerging trends pose new 

challenges and opportunities for researchers to develop 

innovative methods to detect and combat CB in its 

various forms. Future research should explore the 

integration of multiple data modalities, including text, 

audio, video, and images, to create more comprehensive 

and accurate CB detection models. This will enable a 

more holistic understanding of online interactions and 

potentially uncover subtler forms of CB. 
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